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Final thoughts from Enid ...

Enid’s maths poser answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

4411 = 401 x 11. Eleven staff each spending £4.01.
£13.50.
212 matches including the final.
220.
27 seconds.
None (it was Noah’s ark!).
******************************

WELCOME

Welcome to this new issue of our zone newsletter. The breadth
and rate of developments within the Dorchester Learning Zone
over the last few months has been staggering. When I first read
the articles within this newsletter and sat back to consider all
that has happened, I found myself thinking “Did this all happen
over just one year?” I believe you will be left with the same
impression when you consider –
•

The Joint Annual Review report rated DLZ provision as
“good” and the Head of Service considered all teaching
to be “good or better”.

•

Success of our new dual-registration program, with
several local schools within our area participating.

•

Acquisition of 7 new teaching rooms at DLC – with our
loft conversion and “old barn”.

•

Complete computer suite upgrade and interactive
whiteboard integration.

Like it or not, most pupils have to attend maths sessions
and some have even enjoyed themselves!
Most of the Year 11s sat GCSE mathematics last year
and even though many of them had never thought that a
maths GCSE was a possibility, several have since realised
that they are capable of more than they at times give
themselves credit for. Well done to them and all the best
to our current year 11s who will be sitting their exams
later this year.
Hope you enjoyed the maths “posers”!
newsletter issue.

More next

1

Outreach home tutorial work for students with severe
medical conditions that prevent them from attending “any”
school.

•

Strong links forged with the Connexions careers service,
to help our students when they leave us.

•

Community links strengthened by various fund raising
and charity events.

These are only a few of the highlights that spring to my mind when
I think back. When you read the rest of the pages within this
newsletter (a selection of serious and light hearted recollections),
you will discover many more that we would like to take this
opportunity of sharing with you. Those articles that haven’t quite
made it into this newsletter edition we will include in our next.
I hope in 2006 we continue these dynamic developments and
maintain our zone in the very forefront of education, by offering
all of our students the best in specialised out-of-school provision
and care.
Happy reading!

John Taylor (Dorchester Learning Zone manager)
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If you drive a bus with 42 moles
on board from Dorchester to
Bridport and drop off 3 moles
at each of 6 stops and pick
up 4 moles at half the stops,
when you arrive at Bridport 2
hours later what is the driver‛s
name?

Take 2 moles
from 5 moles.
How many do you
have?

2 moles.

•

WALLY’s page

A farmer had 17
moles. All but 9
died. How many
did he have left?

9 of the little
blighters!

Number 17 Bridport offering a range of subject areas and
expertise to rival any specialist school – from
archaeological studies and a student run café that serves
the public, to geography clubs and inter-centre sports
events.

Your name.

•
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Spice girls early photo discovered

No 17 Bridport News highlights
by Carl Garner

3

Located in Bridport’s town centre and housed within the Dorset Food and Land
Trust building on the St Michael’s Trading Estate, our students benefit from
access to community projects, local crafts people and community services.
These are some of the activities we were involved in last year.

Those of you reading this who are old enough to remember the early
90s, will surely remember the impact of the all girl pop group “The
Spice Girls”. Their rise to fame was meteoric and they were loved
by millions around the globe. Then, as with all girl (and boy bands),
they started to slip into obscurity, until today hardly anybody knows
what happened to them. As far as most people are concerned,
they probably retired to some far away island to live off their song
royalties. It therefore came as a great surprise, when during the loft
renovation this photograph was found under one of the floorboards.
How it got there - nobody knows - or is willing to own up to! Even
stranger has been the recent antics of various members of staff!
Sarah H’s preoccupation with going to the gym, Julie’s shopping
spree for thigh-length boots, Lorraine’s dresses getting even shorter,
Billy paintings of “flags of the world” and John Taylor’s preoccupation
with all things PVC and Manchester United Football Club! Perhaps
the riddle of this lost photograph of the Spice Girls will never be
solved .... I wonder if our strange staff behaviour will? Who knows?

•

Three Year 11 students played badminton once a week at the
Bridport Leisure Centre and even managed to play during the exam
period.

•

Six Year 11 students have achieved Trident Certificates and an
additional five Year 8, 9 and 10 students are working on projects in
cookery, the restoration of a baby grand piano and a recycling
project that will qualify eventually for Trident certificates.

•

‘Field trips’ to the Bridport Arts Centre to see various exhibits; one
student had his own artwork displayed for a month in the foyer of
the Arts Centre!

•

Four students have had their photographs in the Bridport News: for
cookery projects, a recycling project and the Art Centre exhibit.

•

On Tuesday and Fridays students, with the guidance of Tom
Weld, bake fresh rolls in our makeshift kitchen; we all watch the
clock in anticipation of the hot rolls, butter and jam.

•

One of our students was invited to London with Juliet Greener,
cooking tutor, to participate in a pancake-making competition in
Covent Garden. Recently this same student participated in the
Bridport Food Festival, demonstrating the art of pasta making.

•

The walls of the front office and ‘games area’ are decorated with
work produced by our students. We redecorate with new work each
term.

4

Year 11s of 2005 “Leaving Do”

Briefing blues
by Lorraine Greenham

July of last year saw our Year 11s leave us. Many had been with us
for some time and it was an occasion both for celebration that (for
some) school and exams had finally finished; whilst at the same time
a sombre affair, as it finally dawned on them that now they had to
enter and fare in the “real world”. To mark these students leaving us,
all the staff at DLC threw a final barbecue for them on our main lawn.
The weather was beautifully sunny and gave both the students and
staff an opportunity to reminisce over the highlights of their time with
us at DLC - and enjoy the food!

Our briefing starts at a quarter to nine,
Some people are late cause they can’t tell the time.
Others are absent supporting elsewhere,
Providing the continuous DLC care.

Before the barbecue, our head of service Dave Pratten, kindly
awarded several attendance, behaviour and improvement certificates
to some select students. This was a very proud moment for them (as
evidenced by their blushes!) as they all bravely stepped up to receive
their awards - many in front of their parents. All students came away
from the event with at least one memento of their time with us, and all
promised to call back in to see us whenever they had an opportunity.
Well done again to all of you and we wish you all the very best for your
futures! Below are some pictures of the day.

Meetings today. Inductions are booked.
They’re not in the diary - they’ve been overlooked.
Key workers involved have files they must read,
Has the timetable for sessions been finally agreed?

We read through the students who are due in today,
No, that student’s not starting, cause he’s shaded in grey!
A mum has phoned in, so who won’t be here?
The answer phone message just isn’t that clear.

We go round the table and take it in turns,
Discuss matters pending and student concerns.
“I need some cover” we hear someone say,
I’m booked on a course, with a free lunch all day. (I wish!)
All has been sorted and students appear.
The taxis are early - they shouldn’t be here!
We’ve made umpteen phone calls to Jules already,
We’re going round in circles - it makes you feel heady.
And so ...
The inspectors are happy with what they have seen.
We’re flexible, professional and work as a team.
So the last words are from John, as I’m sure he would say,
My thanks to you all and .....
“HAVE A GOOD DAY!”
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Goodbye Donna ...
by Susan Hopkins
A ray of sunshine or an
irritation you just can’t scratch,
how could we best describe “our Donna”?
It was a sad day for all at DLC, when
we had to say our goodbyes to
Donna. Donna announced she was
leaving us to go home to Portsmouth,
how on earth could we replace such
a character?
Donna had been working at the DLC
for almost three years and proved
to be a valuable asset to the team.
Always there to lend a hand, listen to
and care for the students, being able
to second-guess Rose and find the
things she’d lost. Fix the photocopier
and the dishwasher; in fact there
probably wasn’t anything she wouldn’t
attempt to repair if needed.

Moles, moles, moles #%&$£*# moles!
(Talpa europea)

Reports have started to circulate within the ranks DLC, that one of our
Specialist Support Workers - Chris Platt - arrives early in the morning
with the sole reason of catching our rogue mole! This mole is reputed
to be at least 7 feet long as evidenced by the trail of destruction he
currently leaves in our garden. Chris (in his more lucid moments)
informs anyone who will listen, that his dealings with this mole have
now become “personal”. When he moved from the garden to his ropes
course patch - that was it!
Through the early dawn light, Chris was recently photographed with a
before and after camera shot, on his one man campaign to catch this
Godzilla of the undergrowth. Just like in the film Tremors, Chris likes
to stand on a nearby patch of rock and wait for his target to raise his
head (just an inch out of the ground) so he can nail the &%$£*# with
his club. So far Chris has had no luck in spotting his quarry, but as the
still motion capture “before and after” shots below tentatively reveal,
Chris might well have to reconsider his stalking techniques, as this
mole’s IQ might have evolved to be greater than a Specialist Support
Worker’s!
07:30 hrs

07:31 hrs

Playing practical jokes on the staff
was a favourite pastime… Donna would often creep up on Billy and
blow on her, one particular time Billy had no idea Donna was behind
her and flicked her hand catching Donna in the eye. Donna fell to
the floor laughing and poor Billy felt dreadful. The following morning
Donna arrived at the DLC with a black eye, Billy was beside herself
thinking she had hurt her, until she found out the ‘black eye’ was in
fact make up!
Donna was always smiling and infecting others with her bubbly
personality. We wish her luck in her new life.

5

I think you might need a bigger club Chris!”

6

An Interesting Afternoon

Monday afternoons Sue H and I go to No 17 in Bridport to support Richard
and Martin. No worries today Martin’s car project is at No 17 in his folder and
I have Richard’s almost completed piece of work in my ‘box of tricks’. This
box includes all the art equipment and resources they need to continue with
their work and it is on my desk ready to put in the car.
Just after 12 o’clock I gather my bag and coat and off I go to Bridport. I never
tire or take for granted the beautiful and dramatic scenery I pass everyday.
Each season is stunning in it’s own way and in particular Spring with the
pure light, colours and tones of the foliage and trees and the almost blinding
fluorescent yellow of the rape fields.
I arrive at No 17 at the exact time as Martin who greets me with a slow smile.
He is happy to carry my bag – why is he carrying my bag; he should be carrying the cumbersome ‘box of tricks’. My heart sinks as I look into an empty
car boot – the box is still on my desk back at the DLC. Sue arrives and we
both commiserate.
In the art room Martin starts to get on with his work, Richard shows some disappointment when I explain what has happened but to his credit he agrees
to work from a book. After a while Richard suddenly suggests we go on an
educational visit to Bridport Museum, which Sue and I were, at first, slow to
latch onto. Then it became clear to us both this would be good and also help
solve the present situation. Martin needed to be persuaded and cajoled because he was happy to stay put, but in the end he agreed and off we went.
In town Richard and Martin headed for the art Centre but unfortunately it is
closed on Mondays so we wandered back to the museum. Written on the
board outside it said,
Adults £2:00
Children 15 years & under Free.
The boys said they were both fifteen – perfect. Inside I said to the gentleman behind the desk, ‘two tickets please and we have two children with us.’

Of Mice and Men
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A theatre trip was organised by the No. 17 English staff team, for four
students from Bridport and Dorchester and three teachers to see a
production of ‘Of Mice and Men’ at the Bridport Arts Centre. The play
was presented by the ‘Mind the Gap’ company currently travelling the
country with this production.
‘Of Mice and Men’ is currently being studied for GCSE English and thus
seeing the play was a tremendous chance for students to study the
two main characters in even more depth. It prooved to be a wonderful
opportunity to augment conventional book and film version study. At
least two of the students had never been to the theatre before, and
after viewing the play both expressed delight at how the book was
“brought to life” by the spell-binding performance of the actors. When
this company next visits Bridport, we feel sure even more students will
want to sample the unique experience of a theatre visit!
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Students Visit The Oxfam
“Mountain Of Shoes”
by Sarah Hulland

During January three students, one Y9 girl and two Y11 girls visited
the Oxfam charity shop in Weymouth. It was organised by the Centres
Pupil Programme Officer Julie, who had heard an appeal on the radio
by Oxfam for volunteers in their charity shops. Julie contacted the shop
in Weymouth and they were pleased to accept our students’ help.
I supported the students at the shop for the
three afternoons. Our tasks were to help sort
out the clothes, shoe and book donations
up in the storerooms. On the first visit the
Manageress took us upstairs and pointed to
a huge pile of shoes and asked us to find the
pairs and put an elastic band round them. The
look on the students’ face was a picture! By
the time we had left we hadn’t even cleared
any floor space and the pile looked just as big even though we had
been sorting for 2 hours! The second and third visits involved finishing
sorting the pile of shoes then checking books and games for their
quality, putting the sellable items on the shelves and throwing away
tatty or broken ones.
The students I supported all worked very hard
and really enjoyed themselves as they felt they
were doing something to help someone else.
Once the mountain of shoes was cleared the
students could see their efforts being rewarded.
This charity work went towards gaining a Trident
Community Challenge Award.
Enid’s maths poser number six ...
How many animals from each species did Moses take on
the Ark?

by Billy Patterson

7

I saw him glance past me, I turned round and saw Martin walking in – all six
foot or more. I paid for the tickets and noticed I was on my own – I muttered,
“Where have they gone” and the gentleman said, “I expect they have gone
round the corner to shave their beards.” He did have a glint in his eyes but I
still felt I had to explain myself and told him we were from No 17, fortunately
he knew the place and so everything was fine. The boys were intrigued with
a stage scene and a life size model of the youngest boy hanged. He had
set fire to a building and although he had an exemplary past, and attended
church the judge ignored a plea for leniency and made him an example to
other boys.
The museum also has lots of very old photographs of Bridport and upstairs
we sat looking though the mullioned windows down South Street towards
the clock tower. The layout of the buildings has hardly changed for over a
hundred years.
Time to head back to No 17 via a video shop, with a request from the boys
which was granted due to such excellent behaviour.
Sue and I walked slightly behind Richard and Martin on the way back to No
17, we blinked and they had disappeared. We carried on walking looking
behind walls etc and found a small communal garden with seats surrounded
by trees and bushes. It was almost completely hidden from the narrow road
and really tranquil, the only sounds were the birds singing and a dog barking
in the distance. Sue was convinced the boys would be waiting for us back at
No 17 so we continued back to the Centre. We arrived at the car park and
quickly checked if they had gone into the activity room, no sign. We came
back out and started across the yard to go into the main building, low and
behold Richard and Martin were standing there with wide grins across their
faces. They told us they had been watching us all the time and asked if we
had heard the dog barking. We said yes and they laughed because the dog
was barking at them. They were trying really hard to shush it without us discovering they were there.
All in all an interesting and amusing afternoon.

8

ARTS

One year 10 student combined his history studies with art lessons
by constructing a model of a First World War trench complete with
soldiers alive, wounded and dead.
The photo shows an aerial view of the trench measuring about three
feet across. It was made by firstly modelling the shape in sand, covering
it with hessian, then ‘painting’ ordinary plaster onto the hessian. When
the plaster is dry, the ‘mould’ lifts off the sand.

TV personality chef at No 17 Bridport
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Last year the well known celebrity chef Lesley Waters (of “Ready,
Steady, Cook” fame) called in to No. 17 Bridport to run a cookery
session for some of our lucky students. Lesley’s informal and fun
approach to cooking was really appreciated by students from both No.
17 and DLC, and several unusual dishes were created at the end of
her stay. We hope that Lesley might be able to call into No. 17 again
in 2006, so that she can pass on a few more of her culinary tips!
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Working in the garden ...
continued

Analysis of the soil was undertaken by pupils to discover its pH and
nutrient content. This will help us know what to add in future years to
improve the quality of the soil and increase our yields.

with the Bridport Arts Centre

9

We used the same method for making the masks, also illustrated.
Another student, in year 11, deconstructed a washing machine for his
GCSE 3-D Art and came up with the idea of inviting people to think of
new uses for all the parts. This became a month long exhibition in the
foyer at the Arts Centre.

The garden continues to benefit our students in several ways. Working
in the fresh air is a welcome change from classroom activities, as well
as offering often needed exercise! As importantly, many students are
interested in agriculture and horticulture and often move on to related
courses at the nearby Kingston Maurward College. Hopefully, we
will be investigating the use of our garden as a step on the way to
college, by offering students (who are interested) possible Entry Level
Certificates in Land Studies.

Enid’s maths poser number one ...
Enid’s maths poser number five ...
If it takes 12 seconds for a clock to strike 5 o’clock, how
long does it take to strike 10 o’clock?

Some DLC staff went into a café. They each bought exactly
the same meal and the total bill came to £44.11. How many
were there in the party?
Answers last page!

10

TSUNAMI
sponsored head shave

Simon Perucki, Matthew Bowdidge and Dan Steele joined forces
with Kristoff Turner, of Wimborne Learning Centre and Simon Keys
from Equilibrium for a sponsored Head Shave in aid of the Tsunami
Appeal.
The hair razing feat, which was the brainchild of Simon Keys, raised
over £300 which was sent to the Rotary Club as they were co-ordinating
long term projects for people affected by the Asian disaster. Kate
Slater, the owner of Clip Art in Dorchester very kindly volunteered to
do the head shaving for nothing to help with the effort.

DiGeorge syndrome
fund raising event
DLC helped out with a bric-a-brac sale towards the end of last year,
in aid of children suffering from DiGeorge syndrome. Such children
suffer from a rare genetic disorder that can affect various parts of the
body and who may also have development and learning difficulties.
We currently have a student who suffers from this disorder, so we were
more than willing to “do our bit” in assembling various trinkets that we
took to Willowbed Hall in Chickerell to help with the fund raising. In
total the event raised over £650 which was shared between Westfield
School and the Maxi appeal. A marvellous achievement for a very
worthy cause.

Enid’s maths poser number two ...
I bought a single item at each of three successive
stalls in the covered market. Each time she spent
2/3 of what she had and yet at the end she still had
50p left for her bus fare home. How much had she
started off with?

Working in the garden
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Last year some students took advantage of the sunshine and warm
air to get out of the classroom and into the garden. In particular year
9 students Ian and Joe, got stuck into preparing one of the beds for
vegetables. The boys spent time digging and cleaning the ground
of weeds, adding compost, runner beans, broad beans, onions and
lettuce. Much watering and weeding then followed and their efforts
were rewarded by excellent germination. The slugs and snails,
however, did get our first sowing of lettuce, but we learnt from that and
now use slug pellets!
Andrew (a new member of staff) was able to show Joe how to propagate
lavender cuttings from a single parent-plant, using rooting hormone
powder. We now have at least 20 small plants to make a lavender
hedge, which should produce white flowers and give off a wonderful
scent when people brush past them as they walk in the garden later
this year.

Year 11 Career Event
by Julie MacDougall
(Pupil Programme Officer)
Here, let the
girls do it!

11

DLC, successfully held its first Year 11 Careers event on Wednesday
11th May 2005. For some of our students and their parents, the move
away from DLC at the end of Year 11 can be a very stressful time. In
organising this event and by arranging for them to meet with Jon and
Jodie from Connexions, we hoped to alleviate some of this stress.
Five parents took advantage of this opportunity and DLC staff were on
hand, not only to offer light refreshments, but to also support Jon and
Jodie in their discussions with parents and students. (The sandwiches
had to be hidden from John Taylor!)
Topics covered ranged from revision timetables for exams to post 16
opportunities at colleges and training providers.

I’m glad
somebody
knows what’s
happening!

Everyone concerned found the afternoon and evening useful and it is
now planned to make this an annual event in the DLC calendar.

Goodbye Marilyn
by Sarah Hulland
Move over
eminem the Bridport
crew are in
town!

One of the DLC’s teachers, Marilyn
Chant, left us last Easter. She was
a lively member of staff and will be
missed by all. We wish her lots of luck
in her new post with The Compass
Centre in Weymouth - remember to
call in to see us whenever you are
passing.

PANCAKES
in Covent Garden

12

One of our students was invited to London
with Juliet Greener, No. 17 cooking
tutor, to participate in a pancake-making
competition in Covent Garden. Recently
this same student participated in the
Bridport Food Festival, demonstrating
the art of pasta making.

w

ith Juliet

Decks Day at No. 17 Bridport
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Perry Como or
DJ Hammer
Miss?
r
Greene

“So long” Chris Hutton
DLC’s long standing science teacher,
Chris Hutton, finally decided to move onto
pastures new last year - namely Sherborne
International School. You will be sadly
missed Chris, and all of us at DLZ want
to take this opportunity of wishing you all
the very best for the future in your new
position.

Enid’s maths poser number three ...
A total of 213 people enter a knockout tennis tournament.
What is the least number of matches that must be played
to decide an overall winner?

Scratchin’
with Joe

Now what
does this bit
do?
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A chippy in the making!

One of our year 11 students, Jake, has been quietly making a name for
himself as a very capable chippy on his work placement. Never one to
blow his own trumpet, Jake has been steadily creating several woodworking projects that have not only impressed his work supervisor,
but also many of us back here at DLC. As the weeks have passed
by, Jake has amazed many of us with the breadth of carpentry work
he has been involved with and his growing skill in the field. Jake’s
work has ranged from traditional toys and Christmas ornaments to
full blown specialised work benches. Well done Jake – yet another
feather to your cap! Some of Jake’s work can be seen below.

Work Experience 2005 round-up
by Julie and Anita

13

With the age range of the students attending DLC becoming ever
younger, there have been fewer KS4 students available for work
experience this year. Despite this, twelve students undertook a work
experience placement for which they have been nominated to receive a
Trident Certificate. Many of the placements have continued throughout
the whole of the school year and these students in particular should
feel very proud of their achievement.
I am sure you can imagine that on some occasions students have
asked us to find them opportunities in the more dubious professions
and we have had to decline. However those I can tell you about include,
Bakery Assistant, Hairdressing, Catering, Kennel Maid, Construction,
Elderly Care and Stable Assistant.
We would like to thank the following employers for giving our students
their time, expertise and support during their time with them.
Hair – Bridport
Leaker’s Bakery – Bridport
Elegance Hair Salon – Weymouth
Partners Restaurant – Bridport
Deer Park Riding Stables – Blandford
Chilport Ltd – Portland
The Statue Tapas Bar – Weymouth
New Barn Centre – Dorchester
JL Bricklaying Contractor – Dorchester
Kingston Maurward College, Equine Centre – Dorchester
The Rose & Crown Inn – Long Burton
Rowan Cottage Day Centre – Dorchester

14

Money, money, money

ICT developments ...
continued
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Part 1
Money, money, money! There’s just never enough to go round is there!
We have so many things we would like to do at DLC for our students,
- if only!! It sometimes seems that the bigger and more tangible the
project, the more likely it is to attract money from ‘somewhere’.
Yet there is one area demanding a frequent outlay that is not catered
for by any ‘budget’, but has great value to our students’ progress. ‘Little
things mean a lot’, and they are certainly noticed by our young people.
Parents/carers will understand exactly what I mean when I mention
how important it is to sometimes be able to back up ‘Well done’, with a
tangible reward or to recognise achievements. This is rarely accounted
for but needs to be paid for!
With this in mind, this year we booked a date with Weymouth and
Portland Borough Council when we could hold a fund-raising stall on
Weymouth Esplanade to initiate a specific ‘Reward Fund’. Friday June
17th was our allotted day, and there was quite a scurrying around
beforehand with staff and some parents of past as well as present
students, having a real good turnout at home finding goods to sell,
whilst I enjoyed a good morning’s shopping for tombola prizes and
trimmings.

Our school website www.dlconline.co.uk is shortly to undergo a
massive revamp of its contents and appearance, in order to offer even
more resources to students, parents/carers and staff. Once this has
occurred, all users should be able to easily access regularly requested
information such as timetable arrangements, term dates, curricular
assessment material and various DLC policies and information etc.
Keep an eye on this site – it’ll be worth it!
As it currently stands, by the time June arrives this year more DLZ
students than ever before will be entered for a range of ICT exams!
These will range from GCSEs, Entry Level certificates and (hopefully)
ECDL! No fewer than 27 students are currently estimated to be entered
for this range of ICT exams – and the list is still growing! Another
bumper ICT exam year is in the offing – and another headache for our
exams officer!
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ICT developments

by Rose Gilbert

15
Part 2

It has been a very busy few months for the ICT department at DLC.
Our much awaited computer suite upgrade finally took place last
July, and now all users can access the Internet and their own files at
vastly improved speeds. Top of the range hardware and software now
ensures that students and staff can enjoy both “surfing” and “studying”
– often combining the two!
Our Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) is used on an almost daily basis,
and has proved to be an invaluable tool in teaching students (and
staff) computer related skills. Students also have the opportunity to
use the IWB themselves which they often vie for who can use first!

Arriving at the seafront at 8.30, the day promised to be fine although
there was a rather strong breeze which sent me running continually to
persuade escaping wannabe yacht sails that being a tablecloth today
was much more important, (- after all, it’s only 2005!) I’d organised
everything except the sellotape!
At the same time I was treated to the company of a gentleman rather
worse for wear who repeatedly told me how much he loved teddy
bears and how he always won one at these ‘do’s. He wanted to win
one today - I wanted to wrap him in a tablecloth!!
Customers arrived early, (that is, before the sellotape) so I sold directly
and discreetly from the back of the Land Rover charging extortionate
prices as there was a long day ahead and we were not supposed to be
open anyway before 10.00 am. Well, it was for a very good cause!
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Money, money, money
by Rose Gilbert
Part 3

Sun, sanity and sellotape arrived with Sue H (who thankfully never
forgets anything) and in no time we had a regular trading area
established and a flock of customers arrived out of nowhere. Whether
or not it was 10.00 by then I don’t know, we were far to busy dealing
with lovely friendly people who clearly wanted to give us their money!
Billy bustled up to join us in perfect time as Sue and I had set up
3 tables and were diving between all three to keep the customers
satisfied and our eyes on everything! Back to back we stood there like
3 musketeers in the now burning sun (this is all true – honest!), rarely
a chance to exchange words but with books and bric-a-brac and prizes
disappearing as our bum bags started swelling. I nearly sold Sue H
- twice, and Billy found my horse grooming kit in the Land Rover and
Sue just rescued that from being sold! What a great day we had!

Multimedia project
move over Wallis and Gromit!
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One of our year 11 students, Nathan, with the help of a few other
eager members of staff and occasional student, is developing his
own answer to “Wallis and Gromit”! Nathan is planning, designing,
constructing, story-boarding and will eventually direct a Plasticine
puppet production within a model-sized “set” of a house he created.
The house will have two floors with rooms apiece, and all of the
furniture set pieces within it will have been created by hand.
The model house is rapidly taking shape and furniture for each of the
rooms appearing each week. Once the set is just as Nathan wants,
then he will shout “ACTION!” and the filming will commence to capture
his story. It is a detailed process that Nathan needs to exercise all of
his patience for – but work is progressing at a steady and noticeable
rate. Keep your eyes on next year’s Baftas … you never know!

By 4.15 pm most of the tables were looking bare and the remaining 3
tombola prizes were put up for sale. The giant elephant top prize had
“Director” Nathan
Four-poster bed
The “set” being renovated
Some furniture props

Stairs
Kitchen unit and TV
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Loft conversion

The conversion of DLC’s loft from spidery storage area with crumbling
walls, to “House and Home” show piece with fitted carpets and comfy
chairs is progressing at a breath-taking rate. Already all three rooms
have been completely cleaned, re-plastered and carpeted. New fire
doors, smoke detectors, extinguishers as well as complete rewiring
and window blinds have also been fitted and installed. Now it is only
a matter of a few days before we can utilise these rooms as a fully
functioning part of DLC. The extra space and availability of these
rooms will have a huge impact on the day-to-day running of DLC.
Having these new rooms within DLC, will free-up additional areas
within the main building for both teaching and as staff resource areas.
It has been a long slog to get to this stage involving the help of many
people, but now the wait is almost over!

been won just a few moments before by a young lady who apparently
had a room full of soft toys and felt she had no room for him. As a
heart-warming gesture, she gave him to a little girl who was at the stall
but had failed to win a prize. Her face was a picture, the elephant was
as big as she was!
It was such a good day it didn’t feel like hard work at all! Most important
of all however is that our ‘Reward Fund’ was well established with the
princely sum of £310.01.
Whilst three of us had most of
other people who contributed
I would like to thank them all
the staff, parents/carers and
homes and donated the goods
could not have happened at
Mrs. Collins whose daughter
but they still supported us
their home in Poole! Also
who not only donated
turned up on the day and
back! (See photo.)

the fun, there were of course
to the success of the day, and
very sincerely. First of all,
students who turned out their
to sell. Without this effort, it
all! Special thanks to Mr.&
left DLC over a year ago,
by driving goods up from
to Joe Elford and his Gran
some beautiful prizes, but
won some different ones

Thanks also to Val and
so we could eat, Chris
transport, and Sarah
assist before flying
a lesson for me. I am
have left someone out!
you were appreciated,
this memory problem,
sellotape?

Enid who held the fort
P for early am table
H for flying down to
back to DLC to ‘cover’
now terrified I may
If so, please forgive,
- it’s just that I have
remember
the

Postscript: If anyone
bottle saying ‘Please
teddy’, - please ignore!

finds a message in a
rescue me and my
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GOAL assessments

The “Old Barn” back with DLC ...
continued

2005 saw the introduction of GOAL curriculum progress tests for our
students. These online tests now enable both staff and students within
DLZ to carefully monitor how students are progressing in the National
Curriculum. The format of the tests is that each student sits a subject
area test online (e.g. a test for English, Maths, Science etc), where
upon completion their results are uploaded to a GOAL server on the
Internet to be marked. Once marked, student results will indicate their
current progress within the National Curriculum as outlined in both a
graphical and text format.
These results are proving invaluable to staff by enabling them to better
design the nature of their lessons, in order to better pin-point the
areas that need to be developed for particular students. At times we
have experienced Internet problems when the time comes to upload
completed tests, so we are currently investigating the possibility of
hosting the GOAL testing engine on our curricular server. This should
alleviate any Internet connection problems and enable us to guarantee
that all tests are successfully marked.
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Child
Development
room

Science
room

Art
room
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The “Old Barn” back with DLC

Exams - getting nearer
Spare a thought for the Exams Officer!
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Part 1
The end of 2005 saw the departure of West Dorset Learning Centre
from our grounds. Their departure marked the end of an era of a
close working relationship between both of our Centres – but the time
had come for them to move on to greater things within Weymouth.
Indeed their new name is now The Compass Centre and they are
based at Lynch Lane in Weymouth, where they are continuing to offer
exceptional service to children out of school in that area. They had
operated in our grounds for some years, so it was with a mixture of
regret and excitement about their future when they finally shifted their
“physical” base, however, the plus side to their move was that we once
again had the use of our Old Barn.

We were not slow off the mark to quickly utilise the four rooms that the
Old Barn offered for our students. The building now hosts specialised
curricular areas for Child Development, Science, Art and a utility
room. Each room is thus specifically tailored to a set subject, which
enables all students to store their course work, view subject resources
and make use of the wall area to both display their work and view
subject-specific posters. No longer do we have the problem of rooms
within DLC having to double for many subjects, which entails having
to constantly move subject resources from room to room! A fact both
students and staff appreciate.

Now Spring is fast approaching, comes the time of year that we at
DLZ start to think about entering students for Summer exams. A time
of mixed emotions for both students (especially year 11s) and staff as
excitement is tinged with apprehension about what to expect. Is all
course work almost completed? Are the students entered for the right
level of exam? Will taxis get them to their exam venues on time?
The list goes on and on, and the nearer that Summer creeps upon us
the more all the “loose-ends” of subject work need to be tied up. As
it currently stands, students will be taking almost 100 papers in total
between DLC and Number 17 Bridport! This figure is excluding any
late entries which we will undoubtedly get! Therefore, this list of papers
WILL grow! It is with such thoughts in mind that Chris Platt (our Exams
Officer) has written the below “7 Golden Rules” (or “The Exams Officer
plea to staff on bended knee!”) of exam entries for staff to follow:

Rule 1.
Thou shalt ensure that all student entries will include full student names,
dates of birth, subject specifications, subject codes and subject levels.
Failure to do so will incur the wrath of the exam gods and an irritating
rash on the member of staff involved, that will be incurable until both
Rules 1 and 2 are met.
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Exams - getting nearer
Part 2

Rule 2.
All such entries shall be given to the exams officer - in person - on a
neat piece of paper (or via email or floppy disk) by the cut-off date of
Friday February 10th 2006 (end of working day). Illegible texts written
on the back of dog-eared fag packets, coffee stained post-it notes or
the likes will be treated with the derision they deserve.
Rule 3.
Subject heads are responsible for their subject areas, and thus
responsible for researching what board and specification they want to
enter their students in for. (Exams officer will give guidance and advice
but will not “work the phones” for them. Get used to researching using
the Internet!) It is not the role of the exams officer to do this research
for them. The Exam Officer is present to facilitate the entry of students
into the examination boards and cope with the paperwork therein.
Rule 4.
Alterations to students entered for exams after cut-off date (be they
student withdrawals, additions or exam level alterations etc) shall be
done by both the exams officer and the subject head involved. Any
member of staff caught surreptitiously dropping exam alterations in
Exam Officers pigeon hole and sneaking off, will be swiftly caught and
severely chastised by having the said member of staff tied to a chair
to contact AQA, and thus enjoy the delights of being bounced from
department to department all day long – with no solid answer at the
end of it!
Rule 5.
Subject heads cannot expect the exams officer to be on the phone
to various exams agencies to ascertain subject information that they
should have initially researched for the exam they are entering students
for. Get responsible for “your” subject area!

Student behaviour and attendance
achievements
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Congratulations must be given to both Micha and Bethan for their
excellent behaviour and attendance records. In recognition for both of
these facts they were awarded DLC certificates by our zone manager
John Taylor. Well done girls!

Farewell and good luck Susan Hopkins
It seemed that no sooner had Sue (or Susan as she
preferred to be called) finished her farewell article for
Donna (found at the back of this newsletter), than she
too decided that it was time to spread her talented
wings and fly the DLC coop as well! What will Billy’s
right-hand ‘woman’ do now? (Not to mention Chris
during exam times!) Susan you will be greatly
missed by all of us here at DLC. Your ability
with students, initiative and willingness to give
practically anything ‘a go’ will be sorely missed.
All we can do is wish you the best of luck in
your new job at the Compass Centre, and
please call in to see us all whenever you
are passing.
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“Ropes Course 360 Challenge”
still not conquered!

Yet another year has come and gone with the now long standing
“Ropes Course 360 Challenge” unconquered! For those of you that
are unaware of this challenge, the object is simple. Sit half way along
the length of the log on our ropes course, bend down so that you hug
the log and then traverse underneath and back to where you were
originally sitting without touching the ground, so that you have travelled
360 degrees. Sounds simple enough – but no one has yet achieved
this deceptively easy sounding activity. Many have tried – from grown
men to young students – but all have eventually given up defeated.
Will 2006 be the year that this final ropes course challenge will be
met? Who knows – the gauntlet still lies on the ground awaiting the
next brave soul to pick it up. Could it be you reading this? Go on …
give it a go … you might be lucky, but remember, a successful attempt
needs to be witnessed for you to go down in the annals of DLC history!
There might even be a prize in it for you!

Enid’s maths poser number four ...
In a pack of playing cards, what is the total value of the
number cards?

Spare a thought for the Exams Officer! 21
Part 3
Rule 6.
There is no Rule 6.
Rule 7.
During the height of the exam season (late May – early July) where
any member of staff sees the Exam Officer doing a very passable
impression of a headless chicken, all manner of succour and support
should be instantly afforded the Exams Officer. Phrases such as
“There, there, don’t worry – it’ll soon be over” and making attempts to
mop his fevered brow will be greatly appreciated! The Exams Officer
has previously reported that mental visualisation techniques, such
as imagining himself on a sunny veranda in Bermuda enjoying his
favourite breakfast, has produced very favourable recovery results
– and ensures he remains the Exams Officer for a further year!
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Connexions and Careers area

2005 saw the development of our new Connexions and Career
Resource room at DLC. This area boasts a large range of job related
information and utilities to help our students decide on a future career
path. The area is also equipped with a comfy sofa and chairs, DVD
playing TV with range of career videos to watch for students uncertain
of their career path, computer with online career resources and job
leaflet/brochure display cabinet. Now students can discuss in private
any career hopes and aspirations they may have with both our resident
Pupil Programme Officer (Julie MacDougall) and any visiting career
specialists. Such specialists regularly visit DLC and now have a
specific area where they can talk with our students about their future
goals in confidence.

Business Card competition
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Well done to all those students who had a go at designing a business
card for Julie (our Pupil Programme Officer) in the “DLC Business
Card Competition”. There were literally dozens of designs submitted
to Julie from all student age groups, and she had the unenviable
task at the end of the last Winter term of having to decide on the final
winner, along with second and third prize runner ups. The range
of designs submitted to Julie encompassed a vast array – from the
more restrained and conventional to (how shall we say) the outright
colourful and whacky! The eventual winner was Dan, closely followed
by Bethan in second place and Lisa in third place. Again, well done to
these winners and to everyone else who had a go!

Dan’s winning business card

